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Abstract  Dynamic behaviors of gas/plasma mixture produced with microwave discharge jet 
at atmospheric pressure have been investigated in terms of the effects of working gas 
dynamics on the discharge characteristics, focusing on the following four points : 
formation of discharge jet at the ignition phase, growing speed of plasma plume in 
relation to gas flow rate, acceleration and deceleration of upward movement of 
plasma plume, and decay process of plasma column at turn-off of microwave power. 

                     
 

1. Introduction 

 

   The microwave discharges at atmospheric gas 
pressure have been investigated and applied to many 
industrial purposes1～6). The gas flow has a general 
importance in fluid mechanics owing to a development 
of turbulence, gas mixing in diffusion flame7), gas flow 
dynamics and many other applications. The plasma jet 
discharge in atmospheric gas pressure may contain 
combined characteristics: flow of working gas and 
electrostatic force among plasma particles. The fluid 
mechanical property of gas flow may influence on the 
discharge phenomena8, 9), and the electrostatic 
collective force of plasma may produce or modify the 
gas flow10). Such a strong coupling between the plasma 
with electrostatic force and the gas fluid with gas flow 
may open an interdisciplinary new research area. From 
this motivations, dynamic behaviors of plasma/gas 
mixture, especially the effects of working gas dynamics 
on the discharge and plasma characteristics, are focused 
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in the present study. 
   The following four topics have been investigated : 
(1) formation at discharge start-up for plasma jet, (2) 
growing speed of the plasma plume in relation to gas 
flow speed, (3) acceleration and deceleration of upward 
movement of plasma plume, and (4) decay process of 
plasma column at turn-off of microwave power. 
 
2. Experimental Setup 
2.1 Microwave Circuit 
 
   The microwave circuit for the frequency of 2.45 
GHz with TIAGO (Torche à Injection Axiale sur Guide 
d’Ondes, in French) nozzle launcher with a hole of 
1mm in diameter1, 9, 11) for plasma jet at atmospheric gas 
pressure has been employed as shown in Figs. 1 and 
2(a), associated by tapered waveguide and the short 

 

Fig.1 Experimental setup for microwave circuit. 
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plunger at the end. The microwave power is less than 1 
kW, and can be modulated by square wave with a time 
constant of less than 5 µs without any overshoot at the 
rising phase (Nissin Co., MG-30; MPS-30D). A 
high-speed imaging with a frame rate of less than 
10,000 fps (FASTCAM SA-5, Photron Co.) reveals 
various kinds of structural dynamics. The working gas 
is either argon or helium. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   The details of modified TIAGO nozzle is shown in 
Fig.2(a) with a typical still photo of argon plasma jet in 
Fig.2(b). There have been many investigations for the 
plasma jets produced with original as well as modified 
TIAGO nozzle12～16). 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.2 Optical System for Gas Motion Visualization 
 
   Observation of working gas motion is crucial for 
understanding of plasma dynamics so that the laser 
light system for this purpose has been prepared. A green 
CW laser with the maximum power of about 1 W 
(Excel, Quantum Ltd.) has been applied. Figure 3 
shows the optics together with the modified TIAGO 
nozzle on the gas/mist mixing chamber. The diameter 
of laser light is expanded 6 times as large as that of the 

original laser beam, followed by a cylindrical lens to 
have a thin vertical fan-beam with a wide angle which 
irradiates the water mist effused from the nozzle with 
the working carrier gas of he or Ar. The diameter of 
nozzle is 1mm as drawn in Fig.2(a). The system is not 
optimized for PIV (Particle Imaging Velocimetry) since 
the laser sheet is too thick to have an enough spatial 
resolution. 
 

3. Formation Process 
 
   First we focus on the initial stage at discharge 
ignition. Figure 4 gives an example of a very 
high-speed imaging, 10,000 fps, which is summarized 
for the light-emitting height of plasma plume as a 
function of time as shown in Fig.5(a). Four stages are 
identified; A: A single streamer for discharge triggering 
produced with the use of automobile spark plug located 
at the height of 20mm from the nozzle head, which is 
powered electronically with a FET transistor circuit, B: 
Transient discharge period towards an optimum length 
of core body. It corresponds to so called “leader” in 
lightning terminology which grows as becoming fat 
first around the streamer and then shortening its height 
due to the absence of discharge triggering, C: 
Formation and heating of core body due to the 
consumption of microwave power and D: Upward 
growth of light emitting plasma plume either by 
buoyancy and/or viscosity of upward moving gas flow. 
Figure 5(b) gives schematic pictures corresponding to 
the above four stages. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   We define the vertical length of heated core body, L, 

 
Fig.2 (a) Gas-microwave coupling structure, modified 
TIAGO nozzle set on the waveguide, and (b) still photo 
of microwave plasma jet. 

Fig.3 Laser light system for gas flow pattern visualization. 

WorkingGas : He
GasFlowRate : 1.5L/min
Pµ=420W
FrameInterval : 100µs

0mm

50
Time

0mm

50

WorkingGas : He
GasFlowRate: 1.5L/min
Pμ =420W
FrameInterval : 500μs

Time

Fig.4 High-speed imaging of plasma formation at the 
discharge ignition. The top figure shows photos for an initial 
1.4 ms with frame-to-frame interval of 100 µs, and the 
bottom one does those for the following 7 ms with the frame 
interval of 500 µs. The trigger electrode located at the center 
of shadowed circle is put at the height of 20 mm. 
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as shown in Fig.5(a), the intersection of plume height at 
t = 0, obtained by extrapolating the line showing the 
plasma plume as a function of time. This starting height 
L is plotted as a function of either microwave power or 
gas flow rate in Figs.6(a) and (b), respectively. We have 
weak increases against both the microwave power and 
gas flow rate, which seem reasonable. 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   Concerning the heating stage C, a simple power 
balance calculation has been done as follows: A typical 
time scale and the input power are 1ms and 400W, 
respectively. It gives an injected energy of 0.4 J. If the 
core body has as diameter of 1cm and a length of 2 cm 
with the plasma density13, 15) of n = 1020 m-3, then the 
internal energy of core body is roughly given by 
nVe(φi+ 2T) where V is the volume of core body, φi is 
the ionizing potential and T is the plasma temperature 
in eV. It gives 0.3 J for He when T ～1 eV. These two 
values of energy agree approximately. 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
4. Growing Dynamics of Plasma Column 
4.1 Upward Velocity of Plasma Plume 
 
   In the application of plasma jet, sometimes the 
time-dependent ignition may be employed. In those 

cases the dynamics of plasma column at the ignition 
and the decay would be important to know. Moreover, 
such behaviors are also attractive from the scientific 
view of collective characteristics of gas/plasma mixture 
medium. There have been few investigations on this 
subject. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
   Figures 7 and 8 show series of typical high-speed 
images of He and Ar plasma jets at the ignition. A 
streamer electrode is located at the height of 20 mm. 
Figure 9 indicates almost constant upward velocity of 
the upper edge of light-emitting plume, and L is the 
initial height of generated core plasma. 
   Upward velocity of He plasma plume is plotted as a 
function of the gas flow rate as shown in Figure 10(a) 
where the error bars show the velocity ranges over the 
whole height because the upward velocity changes in 
its height (see Section 4.2). The dominated upward 
driving force may be discriminated at about 1.0 L/min 
in the He case. Above this value of gas flow rate, the 

Fig.5 (a)Temporal change in height of vertical plasma 
column. Four formation stages are identified with (b) the 
possible model. 

Fig.6 Dependences of initial plasma height L on (a) 
microwave power and (b) gas flow rate. 

Fig.7 Upward movements of He plasma plumes for the gas 
flow rates of (a) 1.0 L/min and (b) 2.5 L/min. 

 

Fig.8 Upward movements of Ar plasma plumes for the gas 
flow rates of (a) 0.4 L/min and (b) 0.8 L/min. 
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upward velocity increases proportionally to the gas 
flow rate. It is considered as mainly gas-driven 
although the effect of buoyancy remains. 
Buoyancy-driven regime gives the velocity of around 
0.5 m/s obtained at the height of 40～60 mm and at the 
gas flow rate of less than 1.0 L/min. A similar behavior 
is also observed for Ar with the discriminating gas flow 
rate of around 0.13 L/min which is much smaller than 
that for He, as shown in Fig.10(b). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We note that the upward velocities of plasma plume for 
both He and Ar as working gases are much smaller than 
the gas effusing velocity VG at the nozzle exit. However, 
the gas-driven velocity for Ar plasma, roughly 0.086VG 
is about twice as large as those for He, about 0,048VG. 
The reason of this difference is not clear at the moment 
what could be related to gas viscosity although the 
viscosities at the room temperature for Ar and He are 
almost the same17). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   Bernoulli’s principle considering energy and mass 

conservations gives ( ) 121
*

2 /2 TTTgLv −=  where g is 

the gravitational acceleration, 9.8l m/s2, L* is the 
so-called chimney height, and here may correspond to 
the initial height of core plasma column L, T1 is the 
average inside temperature of plasma plume and T2 is 
the outside air temperature. When T1 is much higher 

than T2, then 2v  = 0.44 or 0.63 m/s for L* = 10 mm or 

20 mm, respectively, which corresponds to L defined 
above as in Figs.5(a) and 9. v2 is close to the 
experimental observation of 0.3～0.4 m/s at the lowest 
position corresponding to the buoyancy-driven starting 
point (see Fig.11). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.2 Acceleration and Deceleration 
 
   When we examine the detail of upward movement 
of plasma plume, acceleration or deceleration has been 
observed over the upward vertical scale, depending on 
the gas flow speed at the nozzle head. Figure 11 gives 
typical examples for the acceleration in upward velocity 
over the height. The minimum and maximum velocities 
are written in these figures, while the medium 
velocities observed at the height of 40～60 mm are also 
indicated in the same figures. In the small gas flow rate 
like in Fig. 11, an acceleration is detected, which may 
occur due to the buoyancy of hot plume, while in the 
case of the very high flow rate like in Fig.12 a 
deceleration occurs, where the upward velocity is 
determined mainly by gas flow driven. However, the 
gas flow becomes turbulent starting from close to the 
nozzle head due to Kevin-Helmholtz instability1, 9) 
which is confirmed by the visualization of gas flow 
pattern with mixing of water mist and carrier gas (He or 
Ar) as shown in Fig.13 for He and Fig.14 for Ar. The 
upward gas momentum diffuses toward perpendicular 

Fig.9 Top height of plasma plume for (a) He and (b) Ar as a 
function of time elapsed from discharge ignition. L is the 
intercept of straight extension line. 

Fig.10 Dependences of upward velocities of (a) He and (b) Ar 
plasma plumes on each gas flow rate. The upward driving 
force is discriminated at about 1.0 L/min for He and about 
0.13 L/min for Ar. Error bars come from the change in upward 
velocity on the way of growing. 

Fig.11 Acceleration of plasma plume head for (a) He and (b) 
Ar due to buoyancy effect. 
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to the vertical flow. Such a momentum diffusion may 
bring a deceleration. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   The experimental setup for the visualization of gas 
motion is already shown in Fig.3. The vertical height of 
laminar gas layer, which is detected as a green thin 
thread of scattered height, is plotted as a function of gas 
flow rate in Figs.13 and 14. In the case of He the 
critical gas flow rate is around 1.0 L/min below which 
we do not observe any turbulent behavior in the view 
area of laser fan beam. That for Ar is around 0.2 L/min. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   In the previous report9), it is observed that 
Kelvin-Helmholtz instability start at 30 m/s (1.4 L/min) 
for He and 5 m/s (0.25 L/min) for Ar, corresponding to 
Reynolds number of 500 for He and 800 for Ar, 
respectively. At these gas flow rates Figs.13 and 14 give 
the vertical height starting turbulent flow of around 40 
～50 mm, which is roughly equal to the plasma jet 
height. It seems that the gas flow rate which gives a 
turbulent gas flow very close to nozzle head, say at 10
～20 mm, is higher than the critical flow rate for the 
onset of K-H instability in plasma jet which was 
discussed in references (1) and (9). However, the 
overall tendency explains the effect of gas turbulence 
on the fluid dynamical instability and momentum 
diffusion. The difference may come from the counter 
effect of electrostatic force on the gas dynamics10). But 
it is not clear at the moment. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5. Decay Process 
 
   The current microwave source can provide a sharp 
cut-off of microwave power so that dynamic behavior 
can be followed in time with high speed imaging. 
Figure 15 shows a series of photos for 10 ms after the 
interception of microwave power. The overall shape of 
helium plasma flame does not change except that the 
bottom becomes cut away due to the gas cooling. The 
height of bottom edge from the nozzle head is plotted 
as a function of time, as shown in Fig. 16, which gives 
almost a straight line with error bars, meaning a 
constant decay velocity. The error bars come from the 
shape of emitting bottom as shown in the insertion of 
Fig. 16. In the case of argon plasma jet, the decaying 
process is similar to the helium case, but we have a 

 
Fig.12 Deceleration of plasma plume head for (a) He and (b) 
Ar due to momentum diffusion with gas turbulence. 

 
Fig.13 Boundary between laminar and turbulent zones of 
helium gas jet from modified TIAGO nozzle as a function 
of gas flow rate. 

 
Fig.14 Boundary between laminar and turbulent zones of 
argon gas jet from modified TIAGO nozzle as a function 
of gas flow rate. 

Fig.15 Decay dynamics of plasma column after turn-off of 
microwave power for the working gas of (a) He and (b) Ar. 
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much faster extinction. It is found that the plasma decay 
speed is much higher than the growing one, roughly by 
an order of magnitude. The decay speed seems to be 
close to the gas flow velocity. In Fig.17, they are 
compared with the gas flow velocity at the nozzle head, 
VG. In helium plasma jet, the straight line gives 0.36VG 
with an under off-set, while the line for Ar does 0.45VG 
with an over off-set. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   It should be better if we can compare the local 
decay velocity with the local gas upward velocity. It 
could give a closer agreement between these two 
quantities, especially for Ar, which suggests the rapid 
decay may come from the cooling due to the contact of 
plasma plume with upward fresh cold gas. It takes more 
time to have a decay due to cooling of helium gas 
because the recombination rate may be lower than Ar 
plasma18). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   The decay of plume may come from the following 
two atomic and molecular processes leading to the 
quench of the electronic excitation: 
(1) The electron cooling due to the inelastic as well as 
elastic collisions with working gas atoms or molecules. 
(2) The plasma electron-ion recombinations due to 

radiative or three-body processes. 
At the moment the physical reason for the decay 

process is open to be studied in future with 
spectroscopic method. 
 
 
6. Summary and Conclusion 
 
   Strong coupling between the plasma with 
electrostatic force and the gas fluid with flow may open 
an interdisciplinary new research area. From this 
motivation, dynamic behaviors of plasma/gas mixture, 
the effect of gas motion on the plasma dynamics in 
particular, are focused in the present study. First, 
dynamic structural formation of microwave-sustained 
plasma jet at atmospheric gas pressure has been 
investigated with high speed imaging. Four stages (1)～
(4) are identified at the discharge ignition as follows, 
(1) Filamentary streamer formation for the discharge 

triggering with very short time 
(2) Transient period towards the optimum core height. 

It develops firstly by becoming fat along the 
streamer and secondarily by some shortening of its 
length. 

(3) Heating of short (L = 10～20mm) core body by 
consumption of microwave power 

(4) Growth of plasma column due to buoyancy- and/or 
gas-driven upward force. 

Concerning upward motions of plasma plume, the 
speed is discriminated by a certain gas flow rate. The 
two areas are identified as follows: (1) buoyancy-driven 
region for low flow rate and (2) gas flow driven one for 
high flow rate. 
   Acceleration or deceleration of upward movement 
has been found. The acceleration comes from buoyancy 
effect, and the deceleration does from momentum 
diffusion due to gas flow turbulence which was 
observed as a visible picture with ultrasonic water 
evaporator. 
   Decay of plasma column at power shut-off is 
considered to come from cooling of plasma due to fresh 
gas flow. The decay speed is sensitive to the local gas 
flow velocity which is influenced by the momentum 
diffusion due to gas flow turbulence, and also the 
recombination rate. 
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